
VC 20 Home and Classroom Bundle



Description
Grow tomatoes, peppers, cucumbers, eggplant, strawberries, peas, or any long-term vine crops. If you're new to hydroponic 
growing and want to grow one of these crops, the VC 20 Tomato/Vine System was designed especially for you to get hands-on 
experience with a very well thought out, easy to assemble and operate, hydroponic system.  This system is perfect for the class-
room and comes with seeds for tomatoes, peppers and cucumbers that we have found to be the easiest to grow.

The VC 20 System measures 2-ft wide x 10-ft long x 18-in tall and includes everything you need to start growing.    
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Features Specifications

(10) Dutch Buckets bucket liners (Smart Pots)

30 gallon reservoir

All Feed and return plumbing including pump and timer

Sturdy galvanized table frame

GroLine pH/EC/TDS meter with Buffers

pH control kit and 1 Gallon of 10% pH down

Bags of Medium with 2-in Rockwool Mini-Blocks & 
starter trays for propagation

High quality seeds: Tomato (Sun Gold Cherry), Pepper 
(Sprinter Red) and Cucumber (Socrates) 

Tomahooks with twine and vine clips

Two-part crop specific nutrients (lasts 1 crop cycle) and 
stock tanks

Hydroponic Food Production book

Complete setup and crop-specific growing instructions

System is on a steel table frame so the buckets and 
drip stakes are easy to access.  This Get Growing 
Bundle is perfect for the home or classroom since all 
plumbing is contained and accessible.

This is a perfect system to trial vine crops for your 
growing climate and testing specific markets.  Produce 
managers will take you much more seriously with 
product in hand.

System comes complete and ready to assemble.  Only 
requirements are water for reservoir and electricity for 
pump.

Growing supplies will provide what you need for one 
growing cycle.  

Comes with Hanna’s most popular handheld meter that 
will measure the pH and CF of your working solution.  
This meter is waterproof and easy to calibrate and 
operate.

Comes with one 8kg batch of GroMagnon nutrients.  
GroMagnon is top of the line and comes directly from 
our Epic Line.
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